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Uniqueness for Second Order Two Point 
Boundary Value Problems 
THOMAS I,. SHERMAN 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shal1 be interested in the question of uniqueness of 
solutions for the boundary value problem 
Y” = f(% Y, Y’> (1) 
y(a) = A, y(b) =: I3 (2) 
where j(x, 37,~) is continuous in the region a z< x L< h, --cm < y <: CO, 
--co < z < co. In particular we shall be interested in the connection 
between this problem and the initial value problem 
Y” = f(& y, Y 7 (1) 
Y(C) = c-1 , y’(c) = cs (3) 
where a :< c :< h and C1 and C, are arbitrary. ‘The literature seems to lack 
treatment of problem (l), (2) under the hypothesis of existence and uniqueness 
of problem (I), (3); although it is frequently the case that assumptions are 
made on the function f which guarantee existence and uniqueness for 
solutions of (l), (3). For example the frequently used Lipschitz conditions, 
For recent investigations of thcsc and similar problems the reader is referred 
to Hartman [2] and more recently Uaily, Shampinc and Waltman [I] and 
Lasota and Opial [#] and the references there in. 
The analogy should be noted between the results prcscutcd and the well 
known properties of linear differential equations. For example, if we con&b- 
for simplicity the problem 
yfl-+y -0 (4) 
y(a) = 4 y(b) = .B @? 
then Theorem 2 corresponds to uniqueness of solutions of (4), (5) whcrc 
0 < b -- a < z-. In Theorem 2 it is assumed there are two non-intersecting 
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solutions, one passing through the point (a, -4) the other through the point 
(b, B). Theorem 3 corresponds to the uniqueness of solutions of (4) (5) 
where rr < b - a < 27r. In Theorem 3 it is assumed that there do not 
exist non-intersecting solutions but rather there arc two solutions with 
exactly one point of intcrscction one passing through (a, A) the other through 
(b, B). Similarly Theorem 4 corrcsponds to the interval 0 < 6 - a < v and 
Theorem 5 corresponds to the interval rr < 6 - a < 2~. 
2. liESLJLTS 
DEFINITION We say solution y(~; a) is a half-increasing (half-decreasing) 
function at (c; 01~) of its slope at a, where ~‘(a; ar) = 011 , if and only if for 
all a: such that ~‘(a; a) = a: > 011, y(c; a) > y(c; 0~~) (y(c; 01~) > y(c; a)). 
Note. Half-increasing (half-dccrcasing) is implied by increasing 
(decreasing) in the ordinary sense. 
DEFINITION. We say a solution y(x, m) is a half-monotone function at 
(c; CX.~) of its slope at n if it is either a half-increasing or a half-decreasing 
function at (c; 011) of its slope at a. 
THEOREM 1. Let A, a, B, and h be$ixed and suppose that there is a .w~lution 
to the problem 
YV = .f(% y, Y’), 
~(4 = A, y(b) = B. 
Suppose for Cl = A, any jnite C, , and c === a that 
yH := f(x, y, y') (1) 
Y(C) = G P y'(c) = c, (3) 
has a unique solution on [a, b]. Fur%cler suppose that f(x, y, .z) is continuous in 
the region R given by a .< x < b, --oo < y < CO, --03 < x < 00. Then 
the solution to (I), (2) is unique ;f and only $ every solution y(x; a) of (l), (2) 
is a half-monotone function at (b; CY) of its slope at a. 
Proof. The sullicicncy follows immediately from the definition of half- 
monotone. 
Suppose the solution y(zc; ~7) of (I), (2) is unique but not a half-monotone 
function at (b; iE) of its slope at a. Then there arc 011 and as such that 
Cr < a1 < 01~ and y(b; 0~1) < B < y(b; aa). But since y(x; a) is a continuous 
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function of CK ([2], page 94), there is an aa E (01~ , CXJ such tha.t y(b; aX) = B 
contradicting the uniqueness of y(x; &). 
A similar theorem holds with the roles of (a, A) and (h, 23) reversed. 
We now give a condition under which we can replace half-monotone by 
half-kcreasing. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, a, B a?zd b beJExed and suppose tha.t there is a solution 
to the problem (1 ), (2). Sqjpose fin any jirzite C, , C, , and any c, a < c :< b, 
(I), (3) has a unique solution on [a, b], whwe f is continuous on R. Suppose also 
there are two solutions G(x) arid Y(x) of (1) on [a, b] such that @(a) 7::: A, 
Y’(b) I-:.. I,’ aud / G(x) - Y(x)1 f 0 on [a, 61. Then the solution to (I), (2) is 
unique i;f and only if every solution y(x; m) of (l), (2 j is a half-increasing function 
at (6; a) of its slope al a. 
Proof. We shall adopt the notation @(x; CX.) to denote the solution satisfying 
@(a; CX) = A, @‘(a; a) = 01 and Y’(x; /3) to denote the solution satisfying 
YJ(b; /3) = N, Y’(b; /I) = j3. Let @(x; Z) =: ‘!(x; fl) bc a solution of (I), (2). 
The sufliciency follows from Theorem 1. 
Suppose @(x; E) is unique but @(b; a) is not a half-iucrcasing function 
at (b; &) of its slope at a. Then by Theorem 1, for 01 > lu, @(b; a) < 23. Let 
@(x; M:~) and Y(x; &) be the functions Q(x) and Y(x) described in the theorem. 
There are several cases depending on the values of 01,. and /3r . 
Case 1. aI ;. %. Then @(b; a,.> < B and ‘P(a; 8) :> A. Thus @(x; E) = 
Y(m; p) crosses @(A-; al) at least twice in [a, b] and Y(x; a) does not cross 
@(x; ~xr) in [a, h]. We shall show that this is impossible. 
Iet S = (Y’(x; j3) 1 /3 E @, j?J and Y’(x; /3) . classes @(x; al) at least twice 
in [a, b]). S is not empty since Y(x; p) E S. Let d = 1.u.b. 1 /3 - ,8 j where 
p is such that !P(x; /3*) E S for all ,B* E (8, p]. L.et y be the value of /3 corrc- 
sponding to d. We first show y f j? by showing Y(a; :v) # .A. Let c* be the 
first zero of @(x; CX~) - Y(x; p) greater than a, and let 
Hy the continuous dcpendcnce of Y’(x; /I) on /3 there is a fin E (p, PI) such that 
/ qx; pj -- ?f’(x; B),I < (T for all /3 E [$ P.J. For ,B in this range yl(x; /3) crosses 
@(x; ~r) at least twice in [a, b], since if there were a & E ($, /3J such that 
Y’(x; /3.,) crosses @(x; CXJ only once (clearly Y(x; (j3) crosses (D(x; al) at least 
once) ‘then Y(a; &) < A and Y’(a; p,) >, ;4; hence there is a ,& E (pJ , &) 
such that Y’(x; /3,) is a solution which contradicts the assumed. uniqueness. 
Hence Y(a, y) :;k A, since y +! [p, /3.J, an d by the remark following Theorem 1, 
Y-‘(x; y) > A. In a similar manner we show Y(zc; y) # S. In fact, if Y’((x; 7) E S 
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then Y(x; y) crosses @(x; 0~1) at least twice in [Q, b]. Let two of these points 
of intersection be dr and d, and let a, = maxZGCa s,l j Y(x; y) - @(x, aJ. 
Then there is a & E (y, 8) such that for all p E (y; /3s],‘i Y(x; /3) - Y(x; y)j < or. 
As above for p in this range Y(x; ,B) crosses @(x; 011) at least twice in [a, b] 
which contradicts the definition of y. 
Hence there is a sequence {yn} converging to y such that the corresponding 
Y(x; y,J E S and Em,,, Y(x; yJ = Y(x; y) and lim,_, Y’(x; y,J -= Y’(x, y). 
Let I& = max x E [a, ZI] such that Y(x; y7,) = @(x; 011) and let a, == 
max x E [a, h] such that x < b, and Y(x; yJ = @(x; c+). (Note that if x1(x) 
and ss(~) are solution of (1) on [a, !I] then the zeros of zu(x) = Z&,X) - x1(x) 
are isolated, since if nis a zero of W(X) which is not isolated there is a sequence 
ai -+ 8 such that w(aJ = 0 and by Kolle’s Theorem a sequence fii + H 
such that w’(&) = 0 which implies w(a) = W’(Z) == 0 which by uniqueness 
gives w(x) FX 0 on [a, 61.) S’ mce Y(x; y) 4 S we have lim,,,(b, - a,) = 0. 
Also, by the mean value theorem there exists a c, E (a,, b,) such that 
Y’(c, ; y.J = @‘(c,~ ; 011). Thus limnim c, = limnim b, =: limn-,m u, := c and 
hence limn-,oo Y’(c,, ; yJ = limn+a @‘(c~ ; (YJ = !P’(c; y) := @‘(c; c+), and 
lin-hrn Y(c, ; y,J = Ii%,, @(cn , al) = Y(c; y) := @(c; al). Hence @(c; CQ) =: 
Y(c; y) and @‘(c; 0~~) = Y’(c; y) contradicting the assumed uniqueness of 
solutions of problem (l), (3). 
Case 2. ol, < E, @(b; q) < B, and @(x; a%) crosses Y(x; PI) in [a, b] 
where 01s > G is a fixed value of a. Then, since @(!I; LYE) < B and ‘Y(a; 8) > A, 
@(x; as) crosses Y(x; &) at least twice in [a, A] and @(x; L~I) does not 
cross Y(x; /3,) in [a, b]. We argue in a manner similar to case I. Let 
s = (tqx; cd) ( a E [a1 , a! ] 2 and @(x; a) crosses Y(x; /I,) at least twice in 
[u, a]>. S is not empty since @(x; as) E S. Let d = hub. 1 a - CQ ] where ar 
is such that @(x; CX*) E S for all 01* E [ary , a). Let y be the value of a: corre- 
sponding to d. As before there is a sequence yn -+ y such that @(x; y,J E S 
and @(x; y,J + @(x; y) and @‘(x; y,) + @‘(x; y). Letting a,, b, , and c, be as 
in Case 1 we find as is Case 1 that @(c; y) := Y(c; a), @‘(c; y) = @‘(c; 8) 
contradicting the uniqueness of solutions of (I), (3). 
Case 3. 01~ < G, @(b; 0[1) < B and @(x; aa) does not cross ‘P(x; /3,) in 
[a, b]. Then since @(!I; CQ) < B, Y(x; p) crosses @(x; as) at least twice in 
[a, b] and Y(x; j3J dots not cross @(x; as). The remainder of the argument 
is the same as Case 1 with 4 replaced by (~a . 
Case 4. % < Z and @(b; CQ) > B. Then Y(x; p) crosses @(x; CQ) at least 
twice in [a, b] and Y(x; 8) does not cross @(x; 01~) in [a, a]. The argument 
is similar to that of Case 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, a, B and b be fixed and suppose that there is u solution 
to the problem (I), (2). Suppose for any finite C, , C, and any c, a ,( c Q 6, 
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(l), (3) has a unique solution on [a, b], where f is continuous on R. Suppose 
also there does not exist two solutions 0(x) and Y(x) of (1) on [a, b] such that 
@(a) = A; Y(b) r: B and 1 G(x) - Y(x)/ rf 0 on [a, b]. (That is, we are 
supposing the conditions of Theorem 2 do not hold.) B’oweaer, suppose 2hwe 
does exist two solutions al(x) and ul,(x) of (1) on [a, b] such that Ql(a) - A, 
Yl(b) :== B, a,,(b) < B(di,(b) > B), Yl(u) < .A(YJa) > A) and Q,(x) and 
Y,(x) have only one point of intersection on [a, b]. Suppose also there is a solution 
QDB(x) of (1) on [a, b] satisfying @$(a) = A, Qz(b) < B. Then the solution of 
(I), (2) is unique if and only if every solution y(x; LX) of (I), (2) is a half-decreasing 
function at (b; a) of its slope at A. 
Proof. We shall use the same notation as that used in Theorem 2. 
The sufficiency again follows from Theorem 1. Suppose @(x; 6) is unique 
but @(b; a) is not a half-decreasing function at (b; FL) of its slope at a. Suppose 
first $(b) < B and YJa) < A. (In this case the supposition concerning 
@a(x) is obvious1.y superfluous.) Then by Theorem 1, for B > G, @(b; a) > B. 
Let @Jx; 0~1) and YJx; /3,) be the functions iD,(x) and Y1(x) described in 
the hypothesis. We have E > a1 since @(b; 01~) < B. Let cfz > &, then, since 
A - @(a; CXJ > Y(a; a) and @(b; aJ > Y(b; j3,) = B and there does not 
exist a pair of functions as described in Theorem 2, Y(x; pl) must cross 
@(x; 01~) at least twice in (a, b) and always crosses G(x; a2) an even number 
of times in (a, b) (this is in fact true for all /3 E @, J?,]). 
Case 1. @(x; LYJ > @(x; &) for all x E (a, b]. In this case Y(.t; &) crosses 
@(x; aJ at least twice in (a, b) and Y’(x), /?) dots not cross @(x; a2) in (a, b]. 
Let S := (Y(x; /3) j p E f/?, &] and Y/(x; p) crosses @(x; 0~~) at icast twice 
in [a, b]}. S is not empty since Y(x; &) E S. Let d = 1.u.b. [ fl - & 1 
where ,8 is such that Y(z; /3*) E S for all fi* E (13, p]. Let y be the value of ,8 
corresponding to d. Since, for all p E (j?, PJ, Y(x; ,!3) crosses @(x; a8) at least 
twice in (a, b) and Y(x;@ d oes not cross @(x; a2) twice in [a, b], it follows 
that y := p and hence Y(u(x; y) $ S. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 2, 
there is a sequence (y,J converging to y such that the corresponding 
Y(x; y,) E S and Y(x; Y.~) -> Y(x; y), ‘Y’(x; yJ --f Y’(x; 1~)~ Let b, == 
max x E [a, b] such that Y(x; y7J = @(x; c+) and let a, = max 3c* E [a, b] 
such that a, < b, and Y(x; y,J == @(x; NJ. Also there: is a c, E (a, , S,) such 
that P(c, ; y,) = @‘(cn , t-x2). Then since Y(x:; y) .$ S we have [ & - a, ] -+ 0, 
a, -+ a, 6, --f a, c, -+ a (since y == p) and hence Y’(c, ; y,J -+ E since c, --+ a 
and yFA .--> p but Y’(c, ; y,J = @‘(cn ; CQ) thus @‘(cn ; aa) ---* Cu also, but 
q&z ; CQ) -+ @‘(a; c+) = ~1~ which is impossible since LYE f Z. 
Case 2. @(x; mJ > @( x; 01~) for all x E (a, b] and 0(x; c+) crosses @(x; Z) 
in (a, 6). In this case @(x; &) crosses @(x; c+) at least twice in (a, b], since 
@(b; ~ya) > @(b; &), an.d @(x; 01~) does not cross @5(x; a?) in (a, b’. 
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Let S =.d (@(x; a) / 01 E [&, al] and @(x; a) crosses @(x; +) at lcast twice 
in @I, b]}. S is not empty since @(IL”; &) E S. Let d == 1.u.b. 1 01 - G 1 where a: 
is such that for all 01* E (a, ill, @J(” ?c; a*) E S. Let y be the value of 01 corrc- 
sponding to d. As in Theorem 2 wc first show y f E by showing @(h; y) + B. 
Let dl be the first zero of @(x; aP) - @(x; 6) greater than a and let $ he the 
second such zero. Let (T :- : max,,~,+dpl / @(x; +) - @(x; G)j. By the con- 
tinuous dependence of @(x; a) and there is an o13 E (011 , &) such that 
/ ~D(x; a) - @(x; G)] < (T for all 0: E (as, li;], and, for 01 in this range, 
01 < E < 01~ and @(b; a) < B < @(b; as) (if this were not so there would 
ex:xlst an 01.1 < cii such that @(6; N,J > B and hence, by continuity with 
respect to a, an CX~ E [a1 , a,) such that @(b; a& --_ B contradicting the assumed 
uniqueness of @(x, 6.)). From these facts it follows readily that for 
01 E (LX,, FL], @(x; LX) crosses @(x; 01~) at least twice in (a, b]. Hence y # (01~) Gj 
and @(h; 7) f B. Tn a similar manner we can show, as in the proof of 
Theorem 2, that @(x; 7) $ S. Hence there is a scquencc yrb -+ y such that 
@(x; yJ E S, @(x; m) + @(x; y) and @‘(x; yrJ ---> @‘(x; y). Arguing as in the 
proof of Theorem 2 we find, for an appropriately chosen c, that @‘(c; y) = 
@‘(c; LXJ and @(c; y) = @( c; c+) contradicting the uniqueness of solutions 
of (I), (3). 
Case 3. @(x; a2) crosses both @(x; o(J and @(N; 6) in (a, b) but @(x; al) 
does not cross @(x; 5) in (a, b). In this case @(r; a,) crosses @(x; 01~) at least 
twice in (a, b) and @(x; k) does not cross @(x; 01~) in (a, b]. 
WC proceed as in Case 2 with a! replaced by a, , mz replaced by o”~ , and a1 
replaced by 6. 
Case 4. @(x; 01~) crosses both @(s; 011) and @(s; 5) in (a, b) and @(x; al) 
crosses @(N; 2) in (a, h). In this case Y((x; 18> crosses @(x; 01~) at lcast twice 
in (n, 6) and Y((x; /3,.> - ciosses @(x; aI) only once in [a, b]. 
Let S = {Y(x; ,B) 1 j? E [p, &] and Y’(x; /3) crosses @(x; 01~) at least twice 
in (a, Q>. S is not empty since ‘P(x; /?) E S. Let cl -1 1.u.b. 1 /3 -- p 1 where p 
is such that Y’(x; /3*) E S for all /3* E (p, @I. Let y bc the value of /3 corre- 
sponding to d. As in previous casts y # $ and ‘P(a; y) $ S. Hence there 
is a sequence 3/n ---> y such that F(x; y,J E S, 1FI(x; yrJ -+ F(x; y) and 
‘P’(x; r,,J + Y’(x; y) from which WC conclude that, for some c, ‘F(c; y) :=: 
@(c; al) and ?P(c; y) : -= @‘( c; aI) hence Y(x; y) 7: @(x; al) which is impos- 
sible since: @(b; til) < B =: Y(h; y). 
We now suppose G,(b) >. B and Y,(a) J> A. Since @.#) < H it follows 
that @(a; 6) < B for 01 < 5. Also for 01 > 5, @,(a, b) > K since @#I) > H 
and we are supposing @(b; E) is not a half-decreasing function at (6; &) of 
its slope at a. Let 01~ < E then @(x; (Y.J crosses ?U(X; p,) at least twice in (a, 6) 
and always crosses Y’(x; P-J an even number of times in (a, h). The remainder 
of the proof is identical with the case $@) < B and ‘ii(a) < A. 
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We now give some conditions under which we can guarantee the cxistancc 
of the solutions dcscribcd in Theorems 2 and 3. We first turn to the Q(x) 
and Y(x) described in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose fog lzny CYI , C, U?ld any c, a :c< c :s; 6, (I), (3) bus 
a zmique solution on [a, 61, where f is colztbzzlous on A. Suppose aLo for fired 
a and A aped all fkzite B, alzd all b, , a < 1 v b < b, these is a solution, to the 
problenz 
y” :=: f(x, y, y’), (1) 
y(a) = A, y(bd = 4 (2’) 
Tl2en the solution to (I), (2’) is unique if alzd only if every solution y(x; a) is 
a half-bzcpeasin~functio?z at (b, ; a) of its slope at a. 
7%x$ In order to establish this result we need only to show that there 
arc solutions corresponding to the CD(X) and ‘P(x) of Theorem 2 for each 
point (b, , 8,). 
Suppose first that the solution to (l), (2’) is unique. Let 6(x) bc the 
solution to (l), (2’) for a fixed pair (b, , II,,). Let /I == 6’(b). Let Y(x) be the 
solution of (1) satisfying Y(b) ::: H, and Y’(b) = & < 8. Then, by unique- 
ness of solutions of (I), (2’), Y(a) + 4. Suppose Y(a) > A. Let Q(x) be 
the solution satisfying @(a) - A, P(u) = 01~ -=: a ---: l@(a), then @(b,) <: B, 
since if Q(b) >. .R, then CD(X) crosses 6(x) at some point, say b, , in (a, b,), 
hence @ and 6 arc both solutions ofy” . ..z f(x, y, y’), y(aj :. : A, y(b,) ..-: @(6,) 
which is contrary to assumption. Hence if [ G(x) -- .F(.Y)] :# 0 on (a, b) 
then G(x) crosses Y(x) at least twice. Suppose this is lthc case. We adopt the 
same notation as that used in the proof of Theorem 2 and show that i,S 
a(x) -. @(x; q) crosses Y(x) ..-.: Y((x; &) t wicc in (0, f?) then we arc led to 
a contradiction. WC let 6(x) = @(x; G) - Y(x; ,@. Hcrc the a’s and B’s 
refer to 1-k slopes at (a, A) and (b, , B,) respectively. 
I ,et S .-= {Y(x; pj 1 ,B E [ff, /3J and Y’((x; ,8) -. uosses @(x; mlj at least twic6: 
in [a, b]). The proof proceeds exactly at in the proof for Case 1 of Theorem 2 
with the roles of fl and & interchanged. 
Suppose now every solution is a half-increasing function at (b, ; a) of its 
slope at a. Then it follows from Theorem I that there is a unique solhltion 
of problem (I ), (2’). 
COROLLARY. Suppose there are solutions O(.vj and .X(,xj of (I) on [a, b] 
sati.sfying h’(u) = A, O’(X) > (B - A)/(b - aj)(O'(.y) ,f (H - A),/(b -- a)) for 
all x E [ , b], X(b) = B, and X’(x) > ((B -- A)/(b - aj)(X’(xj I+ 
(R --.- A)/(b - a)) for all x E [a, b]. Then the solutions B(x) and Y(x) of 
rl’heore?n 2 exist. 
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The value of this remark lies in the fact that conditions on the function 
f(x, y, x) which guarantee that the above conditions are satisfied, have been 
given in the literature where the line (b - a)y = (B - A)x is replaced by 
the two lines y = A and y = B (see for example Yoshizowa [7] and Hartman 
and Wintner [3]). 
We now turn our attention to the solutions described in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose there exists a solution z(x) of (1) on [a, b] such that 
x(u) = A md such that if y(x) is any other solution of (1) on [a, b] satisfying 
y(u) = A, then. y(x) crosses z(x) exactly once in (a, b). Further suppose (I), (2) 
has a unique solution foT all Jinite A and B and (l), (3) has a unique solution 
for all finite Cl , C, and all c E [a, b]. Then there exists solutions 4$(x) and 
Y,(x) us described in Theorem 3. 
P’roof. Let Z(X) be as described in the Theorem. Suppose z(b) < B 
(the case x(b) > B is handled in an analogous fashion). Let Y(x; a) be 
a solution of (1) satisfying Y(u; p,) = A, Y(b; /3,) = B, where Y’(b; 8) = PI . 
Hence, by hypothesis, Y(x; &) crosses z(x) exactly once in (a, b). Let ps < & 
and suppose Y(u; p2) > A then uniqueness of the two point problem 
implies for pa > & that Y(u; /3s) < A. Hence Y(x; ,Q crosses Z(X) an odd 
number of times in (a, b). We shall now show that Y(x; rS,) crosses X(X) only 
once in (a, b). Suppose this were not the case. Then Y(x; &) crosses X(X) at 
least three times in (a, b). Let S = {Y(x; /3) ( p E [Is, , /3J and Y(x; p) crosses 
Z(X) at least three times in [u, b]}. S is not empty since Y(x; &) E S. Let 
d = 1.u.b. 1 j3 - ,Bs ) where p is such that Y(x; b*) E S for all /3* E (& /3s]. 
Let y be the value of /3 corresponding to d. It is easily shown that y # rS, 
and Y((x; 7) $ S. Hence there is a sequence (~~1 converging to y suds that 
the corresponding Y(x; m) E S and lim,,, Y(x; m) = Y(x; 7) and 
lim,,, Y(x; yn) = Y’(x; y). Let a, < b, < dn be consecutive zeros of 
Y(x; yTL) - z(x) in (a, b). b ‘ince Y((x; r) $ S we have either limn+m (b, -a,) = 0 
or linl,A,, (4 - b,) = 0. S u 3 1 p ose the latter. Then there is a c, E (bgz, d,) 
such that Y’(c,, ; m) = ,z’(c,J. Hence c, -k c, b,L -* c, d, -N c, z(c,J -+ Z(C), 
Y(cn ; Yn> = x(c), x’(4 -+ z’(c), and Y’(c, ; m) -+ x’(c). Hence ‘Y(c; 7) = x(c) 
and Y’(c; r) = z’(c) and by uniqueness of solutions of problem (l), (3), 
Y(x; y) = s(x) which is impossible since Y(b; y) = B > x(b). We pick 
@r(x) = z(x) and Y1(x) =: Y(x; &). 
Suppose now x(b) = B. Let Y(x; /3J b e a solution satisfying Y(u, 8) T= A, 
Y4 a> < S’(U) and let /?I = Y’(b; /I$). Y(x; PI) crosses Z(X) exactly once in 
(a, 6) hence Y(b; p,) == B1 > B. Let @r(x) be a solution satisfying @r(u) = A, 
@i(u) > z’(u) then @r(x) crosses Z(X) exactly once in (a, b) hence @(b) = 
B, < B. We first show that we can pick Y(a; 4) such that Y(x, /3J crosses 
@Jx) exactly once in (a, b) by proper choice of Y’(u, a) < a’(a). It is clear 
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that any choice of ?P’(a; 8) gives us ??‘(x; &) crosses cD~(x) at least once and 
always crosses Q,,(x) an odd number of times in (a, b). Suppose such a choice 
is not possible. Then all solutions @(x; a) satisfying @(a; CY) =: A, @‘(a; CX) -== 
a: < x’(a) crosses CD(X) at least three times in (a, h). Hence there is a sequence 
a, -+ x’(a) such that @(x; CX,) -> Z(X) and @‘(x; CX,) -+ x’(x). But this lcads 
us to conclude that for some c, z(c) - Q(C) and a’(c) = G’(C) which, by 
uniqueness, gives z(x) = @(. ) h 1 . r w ic 1 IS impossible since x(b) > Q(6). Hence 
we can choose ?P(x; /3J such that Y(x; 8) crosses G1(x) exactly once in (a, 6). 
The remainder of the proof is the same as the case .a@) < B where the role 
of z(x) is played by Q,(x). 
We shall now give a simple condition on the functionf(x, y, a) which will 
insure that Q(b) is an increasing function of a: -= @‘(a), (and hence half- 
increasing). 
THEOREM ci. Let f(x, y, z) be deJined and continuous in R. Suppose also 
f 6% Yl 7 4 < f(x, Y2 f 4 ./or Yl < Yz - (3 
Let y(x; CX) be any solution of (1) satisfying y(u; a) = A, ~‘(a; cx) == a. Then 
y(x; CY) is an increasing function of 01 for all x E (a, h]. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is false. Then there is an c~i > a: such 
that y(x; al) = y(x, a) for some x E (a, b]. Hence there is a point c E (a, b) 
such that y’(c; a) = y’( c; aI). Let d be the smallest such c. Let r&(x) == 
y(x; CQ) - y(x; CX), then on [CZ, c] W(X) satisfies W(U) = 0, W(x) > 0, on 
(a, c], ‘U/(X) > 0, and on [a, c), w’(c) = 0 hence zu”(c) 2 0 however by 
hypothesis z/(c) .-z: f(c, y( c; al), y’(c; aI)) --- f(c, y(c; a), y’(c; a)) > 0 which 
is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY. [6] If the hy$othesis of Theorem 6 aye satis$ed, then (I), (2) 
has at most one solution. 
In a similar vein we can establish the following results. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose for y. > y1 and continuous f(x, y, z) 
fade Y2 3 Y3 -f (x3 Yl 9 Y;) 
where 
3 (Y; - A) ‘& .Yl , y.2 3 y; , YL) -I- h(x, :Yl 9 yz 3 y; , 34 (6) 
s 7, ,&G Yl(4, Y&)7 YW, Y;(4) fh < *, a 
f ’ h(x, n(4, y&4, Y;(X), Y;@)) dx c a, a 
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and h(% Yl , 3’2 , Yl , Y;,) > 0 for yz > y1 and x E [a, b]. Then, if G(x) is any 
sozution of (1) and x0 E [a, b), @( “) a is an increasing fkzction in (XT,, , b] of its 
slope at x0, und hence there is at most one solution of probkm (I), (2). 
Proof. Let @‘(qJ --.- 01 and let B,,(x) be a solution of (1) satisfying 
c$(x,,) = @(x0) and @l(,q,) --= q > 01. Let w(x) := C&(X) - Q(x) and suppose 
for some x, xg < .1c >< b, W’(N) =-_: 0. Let c be the smallest such x, then using 
(6) we see that 
w” =f(x, CD1 ) @p;) -,f(X, CD, a”) 
> w’(x)g(x, a, CD1 , CD’, q + h(x, CI,, a-$ , @‘, CD;), (7) 
multiplying (7) by the integrating factor. 
exp - SE0 g(l, a(t), al(t), D’(t)) & and rearranging WC have for x0 < x < c, 
( 
I 
1: 
dt ) 
I z 
w exp - h” 3 h exp -- 
5 
5 g dt. 
20 
Integrating (8) from z0 to c wc find, since w’(c) = 0, 
(8) 
(9) 
Thus, since C&(X) > Q’(X) on [q, , c] implies h(.q CD, @,, , CD’, @;) 3 0, (9) 
implies w’(q,) < 0. Rut this is impossible since w’(.q,) = 011 - 01 > 0. Hence 
w’(x) > 0 for x E [x0 , b] and CD(X) is an increasing function of a? = cD’(xJ. 
The last part of the conclusion follows immediately since, if CD(X) and C&(X) 
arc two different solutions of (I), (2), tl lere is a point q, E [a, h) at which 
@(x0) 7: c.I$(xJ and @‘(x~,) :fi @;(.x,,). 
This theorem generalizes a previous uniqueness result of Lees [.5]. 
COROLLARY. Suppose in the hypothe.G of Theorem 7 we replace condition 
(6) by 
f(x, ys , ~3 -Ax, ~1, A) > (A -- Y;.) ~(4 hi- (x, yl,yz , Y; , Y;) $- T(X) 
for continuous f (x, y, x) and yz > yl . ?Were h is as ilz Theorem 7 and .7J J s b n I&)I dx <~3 and ,~ 1 r(x)1 dx = R < co 
Suppose also that problem (l), (3) h as a unique solution on [a, I,] for all jkite 
Cl , C, and c E [a, b]. Then there is at most one solution of problem (I), (2) ;f 
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and on@ ;f every solution y(x; a) of (I), (2) is a half-increasiq function at 
(h; a) of its slope at a. 
Proof. We need merely verify the existence of solutions CD(X) and y(x) 
as described in Thcorcm 2. To this end let U(X) b e a solution of (1) satisfying 
Y(h) -7: H and suppose Y(a) 3 A (the case Y(a) < A is treated analogously). 
WC shall now show the cxistencc of a solution G’(X) such that 1 G(X) -‘P(X)] f 0 
on (a, 111. Let @p(x) be the solution of (1) satisfying G(u) = A, @‘(a) = 
Y(u) - RQ -- 1 where ,O ::-- exp J-ft 1 q(x)] ds. Suppose for some point X, 
a -: s < h, Q’(X) :-=: Y’(X). With ( ) L d w x ?n c as in the proof of the Theorem. 
we find 
w”@) I.:: f(,r, y, ‘y’) --,f(x, ‘D, CD’) 2: q(x) w’(5) + h(x, @, Y, @‘, Y’) -I- y(x), 
hence for a ~1: x ::< c 
t 
w’(x) exp ..-- ( q(t) dt) 
-5 h(x, @, Y, clj”, YJ’) exp --..- 9 js: q(t) dt $ 7f.z) exp - 1” q(t) dt 
n Ju 
> h exp -- jz q(t) dt - 1 r(x)1 exp IX 1 q(t)] dt 
a 0, 
integrating as before we have 
--w’(a) > jr, h(x, @‘, ‘!, CD’, !lJ’) [cxp -’ j; q(t) dt] dx 
- jl 1 r(x)1 [cxp 1: 1 q(t)1 dt] dx 
> -- J: j r(x)] [exp J‘: n(t) ‘It] d.v 2 -RQ 
or w’(o) sz RQ which is impossible since ZU’(LE) == ‘P’(a) -- @‘(a) -= 
VJ’(a) - YJ’(a) + RQ -j- 1 = RQ -I-- 1 >. RQ. I-Ience j CD(X) - Y((x)/ + 0 on 
(4 w 
We still must deal with the case where Y’(a) == A. Suppose this is the 
case. WC shall prove the theorem directly in this cast. The suficicncy is 
immediate from Theorem 1. Suppose now the solution Y’(X) is unique. Let 
IPI be a solution of (1) satisfying Y/,(b) = B, Y;(b) = y(b). Then 
YJ1(u) # A. Hence WC may proceed as in the first part of the Theorem to 
show there is a CD(X) such that j G(s) - Ye/ f 0 on [a, h], which completes 
the proof. 
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